July 31, 2020
To the Moraga Town Council and Members of the Moraga Planning Commission:
My name is Emily Bergfeld and I am writing you today to express my concern over the Moraga Center
Specific Plan. I am a life-long resident of Moraga and currently live at 118 Oxford Dr. I have watched with
dismay as imposing, high density housing has been built in Moraga over the past few years (Wallace
Circle/County Club Drive and Willowbrook Lane). These developments are incompatible with established
Moraga neighborhoods and should not serve as a model for future construction if the Moraga Center
Specific Plan is implemented. Like many busy Moraga residents, I deeply regret that I did not start paying
attention to local development issues sooner or submitting public comment. I incorrectly assumed that the
Moraga Town Council and Planning Commission would work to preserve the character of the town.
Decreased Quality of Life & Safety
The combination of high-density housing units, retail and office space in the heart of town that is proposed
in the Moraga Center Specific Plan will radically and irreparably alter the semi-rural character of the town,
increase traffic congestion, and make all residents less safe in the event of a fire or other natural disaster.
Vertical Development Affects Skyline & Scenic Corridors
Moraga has always been a quiet, out of the way suburb valued by residents for its single-family homes,
large yards, lack of congestion, scenic corridors, and views of rolling hills. The multi-family, multi-story units
in the KB Homes Moraga Town Center Development adjacent to the Moraga County Club contrast sharply
with existing subdivisions. These massive, densely packed structures tower over Country Club Drive,
blocking hill views. With minimal setback from the street, the imposing buildings appear grossly out of scale
with surrounding development. It is also worth noting that many of these townhomes have been on the
market for many months and do not seem popular with buyers. Building additional multi-family, highdensity housing units of this type seems misguided.
I am also troubled by the scale, density and appearance of the recently constructed single family homes on
Willowbrook Lane, which were built on top of decades-old pear orchards. These monolithic homes are very
tall and close together, with minimal setback from the street, or from one another. The front and back
yards are small, and landscaping is minimal. In contrast with existing single-family homes and
neighborhoods in Moraga, the overall feeling is one of verticality and homogeneity. These towering, blocky
structures are visible from Moraga Way and St. Andrew’s Drive. It does not appear that measures (such as
landscaping or limiting building height) were taken to appreciably mitigate the visual impact of this
development.
Low Demand for Retail & Office Space – If You Build It, They Won’t Come
Existing retail and offices spaces in Moraga are underutilized, and the massive expansion of both proposed
in the Moraga Center Specific Plan is illogical.
Moraga’s small population (made even smaller by the closure of the St. Mary’s College Campus due to
COVID-19) and inaccessible location miles from the freeway does not support existing retail. For decades,
Moraga has been unable to attract desirable retailers (such as Trader Joe’s). Many storefronts in the

Moraga Center have been vacant for years and restaurants and retail stores open and close in rapid
succession. Rather than building new structures, investment in upgrading existing commercial/retail
buildings (such as the aging “Moraga Center” shopping development) would be more prudent.
Likewise, high vacancy rates in existing commercial buildings suggest that there is not sufficient demand for
local office space. The office buildings on School Street seem to be perpetually “For Lease,” and most
white-collar workers will be working from home offices (not office parks) for the foreseeable future.
Cautions & Recommendations
It would be a tragedy if the Moraga Center Specific plan was implemented as presented. It would be the
end of Moraga as we know it. Increased traffic, congestion, more vacant retail and office space, and
massive structures blocking scenic corridors will make Moraga a much less desirable place to live and harm
property values.
Although I oppose more development, the Sonsara Development, also adjacent to the Moraga County Club,
can serve as a model for future residential development in Moraga. The homes in Sonsara are upscale,
architecturally interesting (rather than just blocky) and many are single story. They are set back from the
street and less densely built than the houses on Willowbrook Lane. Like the more established Moraga
subdivisions, the Sonsara neighborhood feels horizontal/spread out, rather than vertical/monolithic (the
predominant feeling in the Willowbrook Lane and Wallace Circle/Country Club Dr subdivisions). Attractive,
drought-tolerant landscaping, trees and deep planting beds along Moraga Way largely shield the Sonsara
homes from view and enhance the scenic corridor.
I ask the Moraga Town Council and Members of the Planning Commission to heed public sentiment and
overturn or drastically scale back the Moraga Center Specific Plan. If this project cannot be stopped, please
adopt zoning, setback, and landscaping requirements that will result in the fewest number of units built and
mitigate the visual impact of the development. To protect our scenic corridors, please place limits on
building heights, ideally limiting new construction to single story, single family homes on large lots. Please
require attractive landscaping, evergreen trees and broad sidewalks. The recent developments on
Willowbrook Lane and Wallace Circle/Country Club are incompatible with this vision.
Moraga does not want or need a massive Town Square or new commercial development. Please come up
with a solution that will enhance Moraga’s beauty and charm, rather than detract from it. Please safeguard
our beloved “semi-rural” town, our property values, and our quality of life.
This is a critical moment for the Town of Moraga and your actions (or inactions) and decisions will have
lasting impacts for generations.

Thank you,
Emily Bergfeld
Moraga Resident
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Ann Barlow
Planning
Support for B Preston"s points
Wednesday, August 5, 2020 10:52:44 PM

We urge you to consider the points Barbara Preston made in her open letter regarding the MCSP. We moved here
two years ago to see whether we would enjoy settling in Moraga permanently. Moraga's well-documented lack of
amenities is more than offset, in our view, by the open space and sense of being in a near-rural setting while also
close to cities. Covering more pristine, scenic land with housing eliminates this advantage and makesMoraga less
attractive to buyers and visitors.
Please. Listen to residents. Find a compromise.
Ann and Bob Barlow

Respectfully, I would like to urge the Town Council and Town Staff to hold one or more
Town Halls for the purpose of allowing Moraga Citizenry to be heard on the matter of
Implementation of the Moraga Center Specific Plan. I feel it is imperative for Town
residents to hear the recommendations of the 11 hours of the four Citizen Advisory
Committee meetings which occurred between July and October of 2019 regarding
Implementation of the Moraga Center Specific Plan, to ask questions about the
proposed Implementation Process, and give their feedback.
The current phase of MCSP development began with the Town receiving a Metropolitan
Transit Commission implementation grant of $140,000 two years ago in May 2018; this
resulted in the Council agenda item in March 2019 which initiated the Citizen Advisory
Committee for implementation recommendations. After the final CAC meeting in
October 2019, Town Staff and their consultant decided which zoning recommendations
for MCSP Implementation made by the CAC to forward to the Planning Commission on
7/20/20 and subsequently sent to the Town Council. Transparency by the Town
Government has and is a BIG concern of the Citizens of Moraga. These zoning
recommendations of the CAC, which would ameliorate some of the undesirable aspects
of the development, were sent to the Planning Commission and Town Council without
further input from the residents of Moraga.
How can the Town staff make zoning decisions without the input of Moraga Residents?
Why have there been no outreach and conversations with Town residents since receipt
of the Grant in 5/18? The 20-minute virtual Power Point presentation at the 7/20/20
Planning Commission meeting did not encompass nor convey the complexity and scope
of the issues surrounding implementation of the Moraga Center Specific Plan
Implementation. The MCSP contains 10 different zoning districts, different densities,
different land uses, 45' building heights, setbacks, step backs, Laguna Creek
setbacks/trails/bridges, loss of open space, with parking and legal implications. In
addition, the over-arching concerns by residents regarding fire safety,
congestion/gridlock and loss of scenic beauty and Town character must be considered.
There is a great deal of concern and even hostility that the public query/comment period
after the CAC presentations was curtailed, and that some of the CAC recommendations
have not been followed by the Town; many residents do not understand the legal
limitations involved in Implementation and feel the Town has bypassed communication
with the residents. This is a very complex issue; I realize that there are political and
legal intricacies to Implementation of this 10-year old plan, that the factors involved are
numerous and involve State regulations and Fire District considerations, and that the
actions the Town can legally take to make the development more appealing are limited.
The limitations of Zoom-only meetings confound hearing the public "in person", but just
soliciting emails does not give a chance for asking hard questions. I realize the Town
faces an uphill battle changing anything about this development, but you owe it to the
taxpayers to present:
*the findings of the 4 CAC meetings,

*a clear commentary on why those recommendations have not been followed,
* an explanation of SB 330 and its implications for this development, both as it currently
stands, and if the fire hazard ratings for the Town are changed in the forthcoming State
Fire Hazard Map
and
*allow unlimited public verbal query of Staff, Council, Chief King and Chief Winnacker
even if it requires multiple Town Hall meetings.
Town Staff said at the 7/20/20 Planning Commission meeting that there are no funds or
time for additional meetings and the Grant ends at the end of 2020. Did the Town not
learn its lesson from resident’s uproar, petition, and lawsuit against the Town over the
City Ventures/Town development?
As a longtime resident of Moraga, I am deeply concerned that such a large project of
this type has bypassed two-way communication with the residents, not allowing their
questions, comments, ideas, and input, especially as community safety and traffic
issues have dramatically changed since this development was approved in 2010 .
I believe it is in the best interest of the Town to hit "Pause" and educate the residents
and solicit their opinions. If necessary, I would favor allowing the Grant to expire and
reconsider the options to adapt this development to allow a fair resolution for the
developers that conforms to the desires of the Community. Not only the ultimate nature
of the MCSP is at stake...the relationship of the Town and its citizens is at stake.
Interactive Zoom meetings can be constructed to be safe, bomb-free. Please allow the
citizens to hear, to ask questions, to participate in this important decision process.
Respectfully
Barbara (Bobbie) Preston
1307 Larch
Moraga CA
925-376-8474
August 5, 2020
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glansman@aol.com
Planning
Support Bobbi Preston"s Open Letter of 8/5/2020
Wednesday, August 5, 2020 6:03:41 PM

Dear Planning Commission,
I strongly support Bobbi Preston's Open Letter of August 5, 2020 to you. In particular,
I request you agree to her recommendations:
to present the findings of CAC meetings
a clear commentary on why those recommendations have not been followed
an explanation of SB 330 and its implications for this development, both as it
currently stands, and if the fire hazard ratings for the Town are changed in the
forthcoming State Fire Hazard Map
allow unlimited public verbal query of Staff, Council, Chief King and Chief Winnacker
even if it requires multiple Town Hall meetings.

Gary Lansman
( 925.376.3420 | * glansman@aol.com
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GGDY
Planning
MCSP Must be Re-examined
Wednesday, August 5, 2020 9:57:54 PM

The Retail/Office and Hotel spaces proposed last year within the MCSP should be
reconsidered with a shift in work and lifestyle norms as a result of COVID-19.   As such,
the entirety of the MSCP should be re-examined.
Best Regards,
Glenn Goldbeck
725 Camino Ricardo

.

August 17, 2020

Chairperson Stromberg and Commissioners:
There is no doubt that this is a complex issue. Safety, traffic, setbacks to
preserve the beauty of Moraga, standards in place creating fire resistant
neighborhoods are all key issues that need to be taken into consideration
to the extent that AB330 will allow. The Chamber representing the
business community, will however, comment limited solely to the
Businesses.
The Chamber Board acknowledges that more people, condensed into a
relatively small and walkable area, is key to the expansion of existing
retail and the addition of new retail. Once resolved, commercial
development will follow and maybe just as important, a revitalization to
the Safeway Center. We would hope that with the additional Senior
housing in the plan, CVS would be enticed to expand, McCaulou’s could
revitalize and update, then we would hope to be able to attract at least
one additional major retailer to this Safeway Center. This would result
in a robust, walkable center that would also benefit our loyal, long time
businesses while serving the needs and expectations of our community.
Thank you all for your service to our Community.
Respectfully submitted
Kathe Nelson
Executive Director
Moraga Chamber of Commerce

Moraga Chamber of Commerce
1480 Moraga Road, Suite I #254, Moraga, ca 94556 www.moragachamber.org

.

Moraga Chamber of Commerce
1480 Moraga Road, Suite I #254, Moraga, ca 94556 www.moragachamber.org
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Brian Myers
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MCSP comment
Monday, August 17, 2020 8:47:40 PM

Hello
Regarding the MCSP, My wife and I fully agree with Barbara Preston. We are deeply concerned with the Moraga
Center Specific Plan Implementation. We have been Moraga residents for 13 years and do not want to see the
explosion of residential units called for in the plan. Please read this into record at the meeting. Respectfully, Brian
and Heather Myers 1306 Rimer Drive.
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Marty McInturf
Cynthia Battenberg; Afshan Hamid; Raquel Segovia
Fwd: Comment/request for MCSP review
Monday, August 17, 2020 9:14:19 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Mike Fedorov <sk255-townofmoraga@kondrich.com>
Date: August 17, 2020 at 9:07:53 PM PDT
To: Marty McInturf <mmcinturf@moraga.ca.us>
Cc: "sk255-moraga.planning.2020@kondrich.com" <sk255moraga.planning.2020@kondrich.com>
Subject: Comment/request for MCSP review

Hello Marty/Town Clerk -I would like to submit the following question/request for the MCSP review:
====
Earlier today, our Police Chief has mentioned that the MOFD is using a 3rd party
consultant to simulate fire scenarios and evacuations.
Can we please request this consultant to conduct fire Risk Analysis and perform
simulations for the scenario when MCSP construction is fully implemented and
have numbers available for the next Town Hall meeting:
- how many more people will be unable to evacuate due to the increase in the
number of cars?
- how many more will be forced to shelter-in-place instead of evacuating and
therefore subject to long-term health effects from smoke particles and gas
poisoning?
- how many more will die?
Given what Chief said earlier, and fire safety concerns expressed by many
citizens, it will be negligent for the Town to proceed without proper Risk Analysis
and the Town will be liable for the increase in death and suffering caused by this
Planning Commission decision.
===

Thank you,
Mike

